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ABSTRACT 
A new approach in transfer-function methods for solving a variety of control-theo- 
retic problems is to work with fractional representations over the ring of stable or 
proper stable rational functions of various transfer matrices. The rings of stable and 
proper stable rational functions are well known to be Euclidean domains. These rings 
differ critically from the polynomial ring by the nonuniqueness of the remainders 
obtained. This major difficulty in extending the idea of polynomial models of 
Fuhrmann to the rings of stable and causal stable rational functions is circumvented 
by choosing a remainder in a special form. A natural realization theory is thus 
developed for matrix fraction representations of transfer-function matrices over these 
rings. As an application of the new theory developed, linear matrix equations 
(QX + BY = T and QX + YR = ‘I’) over the rings of stable and causal stable rational 
functions are reduced to finite sets of linear equations over the base field. 
1. INTRODUCTIORi 
Linear systems admit several different types of representations, e.g., 
state-space (or differential-equation) description, polynomial matrix fraction 
description, stable and stable proper matrix fraction descriptions, etc. These 
representations have been found useful in resolving various control-theoretic 
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problems. In particular, matrix fraction representations have turned out to be 
very useful in the study of feedback control problems; polynomial matrix 
fraction representations appear in the work of Rosenbrock [34], Wolovich 
[43], Hautus and Heymann [22], Rosenbrock and Hayton [35], Wolovich and 
Ferreira [45], Cheng and Pearson [4], Emre [6]; fractional representations 
over rings of stable and proper stable rational functions have been used by 
Morse [30], Vidyasagar [39, 401, Francis [ll], Callier and Desoer [2, 31, 
Desoer et al. [5], Pemebo [32, 331, Hammer and Heymann [21], Vidyasagar, 
Schneider, and Francis [41], Francis and Vidyasagar [12], Vidyasagar and 
Viswanadham [42]. 
It has become increasingly clear during the last few years that there is a 
very close relationship between polynomial matrix techniques and con- 
cepts and the (somewhat traditional) state-space techniques. In particular, 
Fuhrmann [13,14] showed how a state-space realization can be naturally 
associated with any given polynomial matrix fraction representation (of the 
transfer matrix). Using this realization, the problem of state feedback was 
examined by Fuhrmann [15] (also see Hautus and Heymann [22]); (F, G)- 
invariant and reachability subspaces were studied by Emre and Hautus [B], 
Fuhrmann and Willems [17], Antoulas [l], and Khargonekar and Emre [25]; 
the concept of skew-prime polynomial matrices was analyzed by 
Khargonekar, Georgiou, and &giiler [26]. 
This paper is motivated by the desire to extend the ideas of Fuhrmann 
[13] to fractional representations over rings of stable and proper stable 
rational functions. It will be seen that we have been able to accomplish this 
objective quite successfully. It is well known that the rings of stable and 
proper stable rational functions are Euclidean domains. Therefore at a first 
glance it seems quite likely that various polynomial matrix techniques can be 
generalized to these rings. However, there is a difference of critical impor- 
tance: given any two elements p and 4 in the ring of polynomials (over a 
field), the remainder of p with respect to 9 is unique; this property fails for 
the rings of stable and proper stable rational functions. This situation can be 
remedied by choosing the remainder to be in a certain special form. This 
construction is then used to associate a finite-dimensional vector space (over 
the base field) with any given nonsingular matrix over these rings of fractions 
(Sections 2 and 3). 
Intuitively speaking, in working with rings of stable and stable causal 
rational functions the stable parts of various objects like the state space, 
characteristic polynomials, etc. are “trivialized.” This intuitive idea is made 
rigorous in Section 4. For any given matrix fraction description, we then give 
a “natural” state-space realization in terms of the matrices involved. This 
realization turns out to have a completely unstable state space and is a 
realization for the completely unstable part of the transfer matrix. The 
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concepts of reachability and observability are then related to coprimeness of 
various matrices in the matrix fraction description. Our results are analogous 
to the results obtained by Fuhrmann [13, 141 for the polynomial case. 
Often, feedback control problems are reduced to solving linear matrix 
equations. For polynomial matrix fractions, these equations have been ex- 
amined by Rosenbrock and Hayton [35], Wolovich [44], Cheng and Pearson 
[4], Emre [6], and Emre and Silverman [9]. Since rings of stable and proper 
stable rational functions are Euclidean domains, one may use Smith canonical 
forms to study linear equations over these rings. As an important application 
of the mathematical apparatus developed in the previous sections, we con- 
sider various types of linear matrix equations over rings of stable and proper 
stable rational functions. In Section 5 we show that for the most common of 
these linear matrix equations, we need not resort to Smith canonical forms. As 
in Emre [6] and Emre and Silverman [9], we show that various types of linear 
equations over the rings of stable and stable proper rational functions are 
equivalent to finite sets of linear equations over the base field. These results 
are derived in terms of the realization introduced in Section 4. The number of 
equations are very closely related to the (Euclidean domain) degree of the 
matrices involved in the matrix equation. 
We will use the following notational conventions: 
@P>Y denote polynomials, 
a, b,c denote rational functions, 
P, 9. r, s denote proper stable rational functions, 
u, 00, w denote stable rational functions, 
A,B,C denote polynomial matrices, 
P, Q, R S denote proper stable rational matrices, 
T, IJ, V, W denote stable rational matrices. 
The set of k X 1 matrices with entries in a set S will be denoted by Skx’, and 
Sk will denote the set of k-length column vectors with entries in S. 
2. THE RING OF STABLE RATIONAL FUNCTIONS 
Let K be an arbitrary but fixed field. (The reader may assume K = UZ, the 
field of real numbers.) Let A denote the field of rational functions in the 
indeterminate z and with coefficients from K. Also let A + denote the ring of 
polynomials in z with coefficients from K. Note that 
A= (p~‘a:p#Oandaarein A+}, 
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where the denominator polynomial /? is manic, and that /3, (Y are coprime. 
The ring of strictly proper rational functions A consists of 
A _: = (,F’cuin A:dega<degfi}. 
Clearly, 
Given b in A, by (b), and (b)_ we denote the polynomial and strictly 
proper parts of b, i.e., the projection of b on A+ and A_ respectively. 
To introduce the notion of stability in this setup, we postulate that there 
exists a subset S c A+ such that 1, the product of any two elements in S, and 
any divisor of an element in S are in S. (Such a subset of A+ is called a 
saturated multiplicative set or a Hurwitz set.) It follows that any polynomial 
(Y can be factored into a manic polynomial (Y,, and a polynomial (Y, as 
(Y = (~,q, where (Y, is in S and each nontrivial divisor of (Y,, is not in S. In this 
factorization, (Y, will be called the stable part of a, and (Y,, will be called the 
completely unstable part of a. We will further assume that the Hurwitz set S 
contains a polynomial of degree one, 
A: =n+k,, k, in K, 
which will be fixed throughout this paper. Clearly, this holds for the usual 
Hurwitz sets such as SC: = {a(x) : zeros of u are in the open left half complex 
plane} for continuous-time systems and So: = (a( Z) : zeros of u are inside the 
unit circle of the complex plane} for discrete-time systems. The subset of A, 
forms a subring of A and is called the ring of stable rational functions. Note 
that an element pP’a of A, is a unit if and only if (Y is in S. It is a standard 
fact from commutative algebra that A, is a principal-ideal domain. 
Consider a rational function p ‘a in A. Let /3,, and /3, be the completely 
unstable and stable parts of the denominator polynomial p, so that /? = &p,. 
There exist polynomials @ and 4 such that 
deg 3/ < deg 4,. (2.lb) 
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[The decomposition (2.la) is a simple partial-fraction expansion where (2.lb) 
can be satisfied by reducing 4 modulo &.I The decomposition (2.1) of fiP ‘CX 
into a stable rational function /3- ‘@ and a strictly proper, completely unstable 
rational function pi ‘IJ is unique: Suppose 
such that deg 4, < deg & and deg 4, < deg &,. Rearranging the terms, we 
have P,-‘(G, - @s)= K’(& - Jr), where the left-hand side is a stable 
rational function whereas the right-hand side is a completely unstable strictly 
proper rational function. It must be that both sides are zero. Hence 4, = $s 
and @i = @a. Let us define 
A “: = { /3 - ‘a in A : j? is completely unstable and deg (Y < deg ,L? } . 
It can be easily checked that A, is a subring of A and in fact A = A, e A,. 
We call A,, the ring of strictly proper (completely) unstable rational ;unc- 
tions. By the uniqueness of the decomposition (2.1) we have a well-defined 
K-linear map 
where P-‘I$ is given by (2.1). 
Let v # 0 be in A,. We can represent v in the following unique form: 
v = @ (2.3) 
where & is a unit of A, and ,6 is a completely unstable (manic) polynomial. 
(The polynomial fi is simply the completely unstable part of the numerator 
polynomial of v.) In point of fact, by defining the degree of 6 to be the 
“degree” of z), A, becomes a Euclidean domain. We call (2.3) the standard 
representation of v. With respect to a fixed v f 0 in A, having the standard 
representation (2.3), we define the following map: 
77” : A, + A,: u H v7i(v+u), (2.4) 
where 7i is the projection given by (2.2). As a straightforward consequence of 
the K-linearity and the property 7i = 7i2 of the map 6, ~~ is also a K-linear 
projection. Let B- ‘U = p- ‘CX, where /? is stable, and let polynomials 4 and C$ 
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be such that 
Clearly, 7j( 0 ~ ‘u) = b ‘4 and hence 
7r”(u)=&j, (2.6) 
where L+! is a polynomial of degree strictly less than deg fi. Also, given any 
polynomial (Y such that deg 1y < deg p, let U: = Ba, which clearly is in A,. It is 
straightforward to check that r”(u) = u = &a. Consequently, we can describe 
the image of r,,, which we denote by X,, as 
X,: =imr”= {&a:ain A+:dega<degi,}, (2.7) 
where u = @ is the standard representation of 0. Further, note by (2.5) and 
(2.6) that, for any u in A,, 
U = ow + 71,(U), (2.8) 
for some unique w in A, [by simply setting w: = pP ‘I$ in (2.5)]. Suppose for 
some u in A,, r,(u) = 0. By (2.8) u = VW for some w in A,. Conversely, if 
U= VW forsome win A,,then V”(U)= ~ti(~w)=v7j(w)=0, as w isastable 
rational function. We have thus shown that 
kern” = VA,. (2.9) 
It is clear by the K-linearity of rU that X, of (2.7) is a K-vector space, and we 
have the following 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The image of T,,, X,, is K-isomorphic to the quotient 
spaceA,/vA,. AbasisforX,isgivenby {bz’:i=O,l,...,(degfi)-1). 
Proof. The first statement is clear by (2.9). Also, by (2.7), a basis for X, 
isclearly{&i:i=O,l,...,(deg~)-l}. n 
By the scalar multiplication 
u’x: = 7r”(UX), 
for all x in X0 and u in AS, X, becomes a A,-module. Further as o 
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annihilates X, , it is a torsion A,-module and it is A,-isomorphic to the 
quotient module As/vh,. All these results show that T, and X, have 
properties identical to those of their polynomial counterparts introduced by 
Fuhrmann [ 151. 
We now extend these results to the matrix case. 
Let V be nonsingnlar in As”. Let v denote the determinant of V, and let 
v = @ be the standard representation of v. Consider the map 
TV. .A~-tA\:~-V7j(V-~~)=(adjV))‘~~(adjVu) (2.10) 
where adj V denotes the cofactor matrix of V, and 7j, rcr,, act on each entry of 
their arguments. By the property (2.6) of rti, there exists a unique w in Al 
such that 
which implies that 
adj Vu = vt(; + 7rU(adj VU), 
u =vw + TV(U). (2.11) 
It follows that T”(U) is in il’, and hence the map nv is well defined. As YT~ is 
a K-linear projection, so is 7~v, and further 
ker rrv = VA:. (2.12) 
Letting Xv denote the image of TV, we also have by (2.12) that Xv is 
K-isomorphic to the quotient A’,/VA’s. We will be using the following further 
property of 7~~ which easily follows by TV = TV?: For any u in A,, any w in 
A,, and any unit e in As, 
Another useful description for Xv is given by the following, which can easily 
be verified using (2.2) and (2.11): 
Xv=(xinA’,:V’xisinMU). (2.14) 
Similar to X,, one can make Xv into a As-module by 
u-x: = T?“(UT) 
for all u in A, and x in X,,. Clearly, ~TJDT) = rv(Vadj Vr) = 0 for all x in 
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Xv. Hence, Xv is a torsion A,-module isomorphic to the quotient module 
A’,/VAl. As a K-vector space, X, is finitely generated. To see this, simply 
notethatasetofgeneratorsforX”isgivenby{a,(zi~j):i=0,1,...,n-1; 
j=l >..., r }, where e j denotes the j th column of the identity matrix I, and 
n: = deg ,?I. 
In order to determine the dimension of X, as a K-vector space we first 
state the following results which characterizes A,-module isomorphisms from 
X” to x+ 
THEOREM 2.2. Let V and p be nonsingular matrices in A:,’ and Alsx’ 
respectively. A map 
x:x,+x, 
is a ASmodule &morphism if and only if there exist matrices T, F, Y,, Yz, 
Y3, and Y4 with entries in A, such that for x in X, 
(i) x(x) = ~0(Tr), 
(ii) TV = VP, 
(iii) Z’Y, + VYs = I, and 
(iv) YsV + Y,T = I. 
Proof. We first show that X: X, -+ Xv is a A,-homomorphism if and 
only if there exist T and ? such that (i) and (ii) hold: Suppose, then, that (i) 
and (ii) hold. By the module structure in Xv and by (2.11) for any u in A, 
and x in X, there exists a w in R’, such that u .x = rv(ux) = ux - VW. 
Hence, X(u. x) = a~(Tux - VFW) = r~(Tux), where we have used (i) and 
(2.12). On the other hand, by the definition of the module structure in Xv, 
U. x(x) = ~T&u~T~(Tx)) = ~~(Tux), where the last equality follows by (2.13). 
Therefore, x( U. x) = u. x(x), for all u in A, and x in X,. Conversely, 
suppose that X is a A,-homomorphism. Let 
T: =x(77,(Z)), 
where rv and X act on each column of their arguments. It follows by the 
linearity and homogeneity of X that for u in Al, X(r,(u)) = rv(Tu). 
Clearly, if u is in X, then x(r”(u)) = x(u) = TO(%), implying (i). By 
(2.12), for w in A’,, nv(Vw) = 0. This implies x(av(Vw)) = r+(TVw) = 0 for 
all w in A’,. But then TV = VT for some F in A:‘. This proves that X is a 
homomorphism if and only if (i) and (ii) hold. The remaining part of the proof 
consists of showing that a x satisfying (i) and (ii) is onto and one-toone iff 
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conditions (iii) and (iv) hold. For this part of the proof the reader is referred 
to Fuhrmann [13, Theorem (4.7)] or to Khargonekar [24, Theorem (3.6)], as 
similar arguments apply to our case. H 
REMARK. Conditions (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 2.2 are respectively equiv- 
alent to the conditions that T, V are left coprime and that V, p are right 
coprime as matrices over A, (see McDuffee [29, Chapter III, Theorem 
(2341). 
As A, is a principal-ideal domain, there exist unimodular matrices T and 
F over A, (i.e., T and ? are in nrsxr and det T,det F are units in A,) such 
that 
where V = diag(u,, . . . , ur) with each ui in A, such that ui divides ui + r. (See 
McDuffee [29].) As T and F are unimodular, we have 
degfi= i degfiI 
i=l 
where v = @ and ui = eib, are the standard representations for v = det V 
and ui, i=l,..., r. By Theorem 2.2, X, and Xv are A,-isomorphic and in 
particular K-isomorphic. Since V is diagonal, we also have 
X, s R,,‘u,A,c+ . . . @A,/u,A,. 
By Proposition 2.1, the K-direct summands As/ui A, each have dimension 
= deg(fii). Hence, it follows that 
THEOREM 2.3. The K-vector space XV has dimension n = deg( ,G), where 
v = @ is the standard representation of det V. 
We will now describe a construction for finding a basis for X,. For this, 
we first recall the definition of the polynomial model of Fuhrmann [13] for a 
nonsingular A in ArT * : 
X,:={ainAr+:A-‘aisinA’_.}. 
[Note the similarity with the description (2.14) of X,.] If A is in row-proper 
form (see Wolovich [43, Section 5]), then a K-basis for X, is given by the 
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columns of the polynomial matrix 
BA: = 
0 
0 +-K--r7 
(2.15) 
where ni is the degree of the ith row of A. Note that dim X, = nr + . . . + n, 
= deg(det A). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let V be nonsingular in A:,*, There exists a matrix i? in 
A :xr and a row-proper matrix A in A’,“’ such that det A = 6, det i? = d, and 
where v = @ is the standard representation of det V. 
Proof. By Pernebo [32, Theorem 2.41, V has a factorization V = ,!?A 
where det A = fi and det k = &. But clearly V = ,!?A where 8: = &Up r, A = 
UA with U a unimodular matrix over A + is another such factorization. Hence, 
by Wolovich [43, Section 51 we can bring A into row-proper form. n 
The following theorem provides a description of Xv in terms of a 
polynomial model XA. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let V = I%, where A is a row-proper polynomial matrix 
with det A = fi and k is in A’Sxr with det k = G, and v = SC is the standard 
representation of the determinant of V. Then 
X” = _kxa. 
Proof. Let x be in X,. By (2.14) 
v-lx = &,L-l~~lx 
is in A:. Since A belongs to A’,“: it follows that k- ‘r is a completely 
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unstable rational vector. As fi-’ is a stable rational matrix, this implies 
_&lx = (Y for some (Y in Ar+. Also, a- ‘a = V-lx is strictly proper. Hence, (Y 
is in X, or x: = &:(II is in fix,. Therefore, Xv c ix,. Conversely, let ar be in 
Xi, and consider x: = i?a. Since a ~ ‘a is a completely unstable and strictly 
proper rational vector, it follows that 7j(ap1,) = & ‘a. We have 
Hence, x is in X v, proving the reverse inclusion. 
COROLLARY 2.6. The columns of the matrix 
where BA is given by (2.18), constitute a basis for X,. 
Proof. Follows directly by Theorem 2.5 and (2.15). 
3. THE RING OF PROPER STABLE RATIONAL FUNCTIONS 
Consider yet another subring Aps of A, the ring of proper stable rational 
functions, given by 
A,,: = {p-lain A,:dega<degP}. 
This subring A ps c A, is also known to be a principal-ideal domain. (See 
Morse [30].) Clearly, an element /!-‘a of A ps is a unit iff fl and LY are both in 
S and deg p = deg (Y. Similar to the decomposition (2.1) of an element p- ‘a 
in A, we can have another decomposition for p-la: Let 7 be the polynomial 
part of p- ‘a in its Laurent series expansion, i.e., 7: = p-‘a - (BP ‘a) _ . It 
follows that 7 = y0 + zy for some y0 in K and y in A +. Also note that 
j~~‘a=zy+~~++~‘& for some & in A+ satisfying degc<degfi, i.e., 
p~%=(p~‘~)_. Let p=&&,, and ~~‘&=~,~‘@+/3,;‘+ bethedecomposi- 
tion of p- ‘& into its stable and completely unstable parts as in (2.1). Let 
‘p: = @ + vOOp,, so that & ‘(p = p,-‘@ + 7”. Now, we have the decomposition 
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for some (p, y, and 4 in A+ such that 
degcp < deg&, deg 4 < deg P,, . (3.lb) 
This decomposition of fiP ‘CX is also unique: Suppose 
for some polynomials qpl, yl, ql, ‘pZ, and +Z satisfying (3.lb). Since zy, and 
zy, are both the strictly polynomial parts of the Laurent series expansion of 
BP ‘CX, by the uniqueness of the expansion it follows that y1 = yZ. Hence, 
pSe ‘( ‘pI - rpz) = & ‘( #Z - ql), where the right-hand side is a completely 
unstable strictly proper rational function and the left-hand side is a stable 
rational function. It follows that #1 = q2 and ‘pl = ‘pZ. This shows that the 
decomposition (3.1) is unique. 
Let us define 
A,,,:=zh+~A,={xy+p~la:yinA+andp~lainA,}. (3.2) 
K 
By decomposition (3.1), we have 
A = A,, CB A.,,. 
R 
Define the projection 
T; A+ A,&-‘cw-,zy+/?,-‘#, (3.3) 
where y and 4 are given by (3.1). [Note that r in (3.3) and 7i in (2.2) act on 
A- in an identical way, i.e., ~1 A =$I* .]Anelement q#Oin A,, hasthe 
(unique) standard representation (see Morse [30]) 
q = eh-“p, (3.4) 
where e is a unit of A PS, p is a manic completely unstable polynomial, X is 
the fixed degree-one element in the Hurwitz set S, and n is an integer. (It is 
not difficult to show that by defining n to be the degree of q, APs becomes a 
Euclidean domain.) 
~~‘4: AP + A+ p * q4q-‘p). (3.5) 
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Let us first show that 7rq is well defined. Clearly by definition of 7~, 
n(q-‘p) = p-Q + ZY = 9-$J - 1, (3.6) 
where 4, y are in A+, deg 1c, < deg p, and 1 belongs to A,,. Now 
949-lP) = 1? - 9l 
is in A,,. Hence, 7~4 is well defined. As 7~ is a K-linear projection, so is rq. 
From (3.6) one can also obtain a more explicit description of the image of qq 
denoted by X,. Indeed, as zy is the strictly polynomial part of 9 ~ ‘p, we have 
degy<n-degp. 
We claim that 
x,= {9(P-‘~+zy):~,yinh+,deg~<degP,degY<n-degP}. 
(3.7) 
Note that by (3.6), every element of X, belongs to right-hand side of (3.7). 
The converse follows trivially by 
Note that (3.6) also implies that 
Hence, 
ker7rq = 9ApS. (3.9) 
We now have the analog of Proposition 2.1: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The image ofrq, X,, is K-isomorphic to the quotient 
s-Pace A,,/9&,. A basis for the K-vector space X, is given by 
{qp-‘z’:i=O,l,..., degp-l}u(qzj:j=1,2,...,n-degp} (3.10) 
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Proof The first claim follows from the K-linearity of rq and (3.9). By 
(3.7), the set (3.10) spans X,. If the elements in (3.10) are not linearly 
independent, then q(p-‘4 + zy) = 0 for some +, y in A,, deg li/ < degp. 
But then p- ‘4 + zy = 0, which implies that J, = 0, y = 0. n 
The extension to the matrix case is analogous to the development in 
Section 2. Let Q be nonsingular in R’$‘. Let 9 denote the determinant of Q. 
The K-linear projection ro is defined as 
where 7~ acts on each entry of its argument. It is easy to verify that rV has 
the following properties: for any element p in A’r,, there exists a unique s in 
N,, such that 
P=Qs+T<LP); (3.11) 
ker 7rC’(, = Qn’rS. (3.12) 
The image of rQ is denoted by Xo. It is easy to check that Xy = {x in 
Nr,, : Q- lx in A’,, }. Let us define the scalar multiplication 
P-T = TQ(PX)> p in AP x in X,. 
It is not difficult to verify that X, is a torsion A,,-module. We can 
summarize the above discussion in 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Q be a r x r nonsingular matrix over A,,. Then Xg is 
A ,,-isomorphic to the quotient module &,,/QR’,,. 
We also have an analog of Theorem 2.2 in this case: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let Q and 0 be nonsingular matrices in izrP:’ and A’:’ 
respectively. A map 
is a A,-module isomorphism if and only if there exist matrices S, 3, X,, X,, 
X,, and X, with entries in A, such that for x in X9 
(9 x(x> = q(Sr), 
(ii) SQ = QS, 
(iii) SX, + QX, = I, and 
(iv) X,Q + X,3 = 1. 
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The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2, and hence it is omitted. 
By essentially the same arguments as in Section 2, Theorem 2.3, based on 
Smith canonical forms, it is easy to show that the dimmsion of Xg is equal to 
n, where q = epX_” is the standard representation of the determinant of q 
(over A P,). 
The rest of this section is devoted to a study of certain interesting features 
of X,, where Q is an r X r nonsingular matrix over A,. Let us define 
(3.13) 
X,:={xinA~,:Q~?risinzK+}. (3.14) 
We now have the following 
THEOREM 3.4. Let Q, X,, X, be a.s above. Then 
x()=x, @X,. 
A ps 
Proof. Clearly X, and X, are subspaces of Xg. In point of fact, Xi and 
X, are A,,-submodules of X9. Indeed, given any x1 in Xi and (Y in APs, we 
have 
a-x1 = ~&q)= Qr(Q-'ml). 
Now since Q- ‘xi is strictly proper and (Y is proper, it follows that n(Q- ‘ax,) 
is in k,. Hence, (~-xi is in Xi. Similarly, given any x2 in X, and (Y in Rps, 
we have 
a.x2 = n&~x~) = Qa(Q-'ax,). 
Since LY is stable and Q-lx2 is in zK+, it follows that a(QP’cyx,) is in .zA’+. 
Hence, cr. x2 is in X,. Thus, Xi and X, are A,-submodules of Xg. 
Further suppose x belongs to X, n X,. Then Q-lx is both in A’” and 
zll’,. Hence Q-ix is both strictly polynomial and strictly proper. We 
conclude that x = 0. Thus Xi n X, = { 0). Finally, given any x in Xg, QP ‘x 
belongs to ALU. By definition of A,,, there exist y,, ya in AL and nA’+ 
respectively such that Q-lx = y, + ya. Define xi = Qyi and x2 = Qya. Then 
x = xi + x2 = Qyi + Qy2. As ya is polynomial, Qya is stable, and since 
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Qya = x - Qy,, Qy, is also proper. Hence x2 belongs to Afb,. It follows that 
x1 = x - x2 is also in A’rs. Thus x1 and x2 belong to X, and X, respectively. 
Since x = x1 + x2, our proof is complete. .m 
REMARK 3.5. The above theorem has a very simple intuitive interpreta- 
tion. The submodule X, corresponds to finite unstable poles of Q-’ whereas 
the submodule X, corresponds to the poles at infinity of Q-‘. Since we are 
dealing with the ring of proper stable rational functions, the poles at infinity 
of Q-’ appear in Xo. Indeed, if Q had been treated as a stable rational 
matrix following the technique of Section 2, then Xo would have been X, 
alone. This decomposition will turn out to be very useful in the next section. 
It is possible to find concrete representations for X, and X, in terms of 
polynomial remainder spaces. These concrete representations are especially 
useful in constructing a basis for Xo. To give these concrete representations, 
we need the following technical 
LEMMA 3.6. Let Q be an r x r nonsingular matrix over A,. Let q be the 
determinant of Q. Let q = eph-” be the standard representation of q. Let 
A=n-degp. 
(i) There exists a matrix E unirrwdulur in A:,’ and a matrix A in AT,“’ 
such that det A = p and Q = EA. 
(ii) There exists a bicausal matrix Q1 in Rx’ and a matrix B in A’:’ such 
that detB=z” andQ=Q,B-‘. 
Proof. Since Q in particular is in A:xr, Lemma 2.4 implies (i). 
To prove (ii) we will use the theory of Wiener-Hopf factorizations at 
infinity. (See Gohberg and Krein [18] and Fuhrman and Willems [16].) In 
particular, it follows from Theorem (3.2) of [16] that there exists a bicausal 
matrix Qi, a polynomial unimodular matrix M, and nonnegative integers 
nl, n a,. . . , n, such that 
Q = Q,diag(z-“I, ~“2 ,..., z-“r) M. 
Define the polynomial matrix 
B: = Mp’&ag(z”l, .zn2 ,..., 2”‘). 
Then Q = QIBel, where Q1 is a bicausal matrix and B is a polynomial 
matrix. Finally, det B = q/det Q1. Also det B = .zm for some integer m. Since 
Q1 is bicausal, it follows that m = n - deg p = A. n 
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Let us now give concrete descriptions for X, and X&n (3.13) and (3.14). 
We claim that 
Xl = EX,, x, = QZX,. (3.15) 
(Here X,, X, are polynomial remainder spaces as in Section 2.) Indeed, 
suppose xi belongs to Xi; then Q-‘xi belongs to R’,. Define f,: = AQ-ix, 
= E-k,. Since Q-ix1 is in fit, and A is a polynomial matrix, it follows that 
f , is completely unstable. Also, since E is unimodular in fisX’, f, is also 
stable. We conclude that ?i is polynomial. As Q-‘ri is strictly proper, f, 
belongs to X,. Hence, xi = Ef, belongs to EX,. Conversely, suppose x1 
belongs to EX,. Then E-lx, belongs to X,. Since det A = p, it follows that 
A-‘E-h, is completely unstable and strictly proper, i.e., QP1r, is in Kc,. 
We can conclude that EX, = Xi. 
Similarly, let x2 be in X,. Then f,: = QP’r2 is in zx+. Now ,--‘?, = 
B(zP’Q;‘x,) is in fl+. Since Qi is bicausal and x2 is proper, it follows that 
.z ~ ‘Q - rr 2 is strictly proper. Hence, z- ‘3F a is in X a. Hence x a = Qf a belongs 
to QzX,. Conversely, suppose xe belongs to QzX,. Then Q-‘rs is in zA’+. It 
only remains to show that x2 is in RrpS. Clearly, xp = Qx3 for some poly- 
nomial x3. Hence x2 is stable. Also, x2 = QzBy = ,zQly for some strictly 
proper y. As Qi is proper, it follows that x2 is proper. We have shown that 
QzX, = X,. 
The representation (3.15) of X, and X, in terms of polynomial remainder 
spaces X, and X, may be utilized in obtaining bases for X, and X,. Bases 
for the polynomial remainder spaces X,, X, may be obtained by first 
converting A and B into row-proper forms. These bases in turn will give 
bases for Xl and X, via (3.15). Also note that the dimension of X, is equal to 
the degree of the determinant of A, which in turn is equal to the degree of p. 
The dimension of X, is equal to the degree of the determinant of B, which by 
Lemma (3.6) is n - deg p. Thus, the dimension of Xo is n. These facts 
further justify the intuitive claims in Remark 3.5. 
4. REALIZATION THEORY OVER As AND A p” 
When a given transfer matrix is represented in polynomial fractions, one 
can determine a natural realization for the transfer matrix by using the 
“ polynomial model approach” of Fuhrmann [ 13, 141. The realization obtained 
is natural in that its properties correspond nicely with certain properties of 
polynomial matrices involved in the fractional representation of the transfer 
matrix. The natural state-space model of Fuhrmann proved to be very useful 
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in relating polynomial methods and concepts used in linear system theory to 
state-space (or geometric) methods and concepts (see, e.g., Fuhrmann [13, 
141, Emre and Hautus [B], Fuhrmann and Willems [17], Khargonekar and 
Emre [25], Khargonekar, Georgiou, and ozgiiler [26]). A recent trend in 
attacking control-theoretic problems is to work with the fractional representa- 
tions of the transfer matrices over A, or A,, instead of over A+. Desoer, Liu, 
Murray, and Saeks [5], Saeks and Murray [37], Pernebo [32,33], Hammer [19, 
201, and Vidyasagar and Viswanadham [42] treat a variety of problems such 
as feedback stabilization, output regulation and tracking, and simultaneous 
stabilization via fractional representations over A, or Aps. The references 
above are just a few among the rapidly growing list of papers all of which use 
fractional representations over A, and/or A,,. This urges the need for a 
realization theory for fractional representations over A, and A ps which would 
provide a link between the stable fraction methods and the state-space 
methods in much the same way as the polynomial model of Fuhrmann [13, 
141 has provided. This section is devoted to realizations from fractional 
representations over A, and A,. 
We associate natural realizations with fractional representation over A, 
and A,. It turns out that we get a realization for the completely unstable 
part of the transfer matrix. We also relate reachability and observability 
properties of these realizations with appropriate coprimeness conditions. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the details of A+-module-theo- 
retie approach of Kalman, Falb, and Arbib [23, Chapter lo]. Primary sources 
for the realization theory of polynomial fractional representations are Fuhr- 
mann [13], Hautus and Heymann [22], and Emre 173. (The case with K an 
arbitrary commutative ring is investigated by Khargonekar [24].) Finally, the 
existence of fractional representations over A, and A,, when K belongs to a 
certain class of commutative rings has been studied by Khargonekar and 
Sontag [27]. 
We begin by reviewing some basic definitions and results on realizations 
over A+. An m-input, p-output, hear, time-invariant, rational, strictly 
causal, (restricted) input-output map is a A +-homomorphism 
f:Am,+A?, (4.1) 
where A _ denotes the ring of strictly proper, rational functions. It follows 
that the p x m matrix 
2: = f(Z,) 
is a rational, strictly proper matrix, called the transfer matrix of f. In fact, it is 
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easy to see that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the input-out- 
put maps of type (4.1) and the p X m matrices 2 with strictly proper, 
rational entries. A linear system is a quadruple Z = (F, G, H, X) where X is a 
finite-dimensional K-vector space and F : X + X, G : K” + X, and H: X + 
KP are K-linear maps. The linear space X is called the state space of the 
system 2. We associate the following discrete-time dynamic equations with 
Z: 
x t+r = Fr, + GK~, 
where t is an integer, the states xt are in X, the inputs K( are in K “I, and the 
outputs q1 are in KP. A system Z = (F, G, H, X) is a realization of the 
transfer matrix 
Z = f A+ 
i=l 
(where the A,‘s are in Kpxm) iff 
A,+r = HF’G 
for all i > 0. The multiplication z. x: = Fx defines a A +-module structure on 
X (also called the shifi-module structure). A triple (X, g, h) is called an 
abstract realization of f iff X is a finitely generated torsion A+-module and 
g: A”’ + X and h : X + A? are A+-homomorphisms satisfying f = hg. Given 
a realization Z = (F, G, H, X) of 2, we can associate with it an abstract 
realization (X, g, h) by letting 
k k 
g:AnJ+X: c K~z’++ c F’GK,, (4.2a) 
h:X-*A”: XI+ c HF’-?r,--‘. (4.2b) 
i=l 
Conversely, given an abstract realization (X, g, h) of f, a realization for Z is 
given by E=(F,G, H,X) where 
F:X-+X:XHZ.X, (4.3a) 
G:K”+X:KC*g(K), (4.3b) 
H: X + KP: x * (h(x)) _ r, (4.3c) 
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with (b) _ 1 denoting the coefficient of x- ’ in the Laurent series expansion of 
b in z- ‘. Thus there is a one-to-one correspondence between realizations of Z 
and abstract realizations of f. A system Z = (F, G, H, X) is called reachable 
iff g is onto, and is called observable iff h is one-to-one. 
Consider a finite-dimensional K-vector space X with an endomorphism 
F: X -+ X [in particular the state space of a system Z = (F, G, H, X)]. Let xI, 
denote the characteristic polynomial of F. Let x,, be the completely unstable 
and x, be the stable part of xF, so that XF = x,XS. Then, it is well known 
that X can uniquely be decomposed as 
x = x$3x,, 
where X, and X, are F-invariant and the K-linear maps 
F,: = F (X, and F,: =F(X, 
have characteristic polynomials xu and x, respectively. Clearly, X, is a 
A+-module with the scalar multiplication x.x = F,x for all x in X,,. We can 
also make X, into a AS-module as follows. For any stable polynomial p(z), 
&F,) is nonsingular, as the characteristic polynomial x, of F, is completely 
unstable. [In fact, fi( F,)- ’ = v( F,,) for some polynomial y.] We let 
p-‘a.~: =~(F,)-‘(Y(F~,)x (4.4) 
for all x in X,. It is now easy to check that with the scalar multiplication 
(4.4), X, becomes a AS-module. We call X, the completely unstable 
subnwdule of X. (In general, a finitely generated torsion A +-module is called 
completely unstable iff its annihilating polynomial is completely unstable.) 
Recall that A,,: = +?(A) is the ring of strictly proper completely unstable 
rational functions. Define, for all u in A, and b in A,,, 
u.b: = +(ub); (4.5) 
it is easy to check that with this multiplication A, becomes a AS-module. 
Given f, g, and h of (4.1) and (4.2), let us define the following linear 
maps: 
f,: A;- Ap,:~P1,++(Zp-l~), (4.6a) 
g,,: A:+ X,:P-‘o+(F,) ?g(o)l,,> (4.6b) 
h,: X, --) A:: xc-) h(x), (4.6~) 
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where 2 = f(1,) and [g(a)], is the projection of g(a) on X,. It is straightfor- 
ward to check that the maps f,, g,, and h, are AS-homomorphisms and that 
they satisfy f, = h,g,. For any input cr (in A”, ), we have 
f,(a) = qh). 
Thus, f, extracts the completely unstable part of the output f(a) = (Za) 
caused by a. Further, the factorization f, = h,g, is through the completely 
unstable submodule of the state space X, which indicates that there is a close 
relation between the realizations for the completely unstable part Z, of Z 
and the A,-factorizations of f,. Before we rigorously establish this relation, we 
have the following definitions. A (completely) unstable input-output map f, 
corresponding to a p x m rational, completely unstable, strictly causal trans- 
fer matrix Zu is a AS-module homomorphism given by 
(4.7) 
(See Hammer [20] for an analogous concept.) A completely un.stabZe system 
C = (F, G, H, X) is a system where the characteristic polynomial xF of F is 
completely unstable. A triple (X, g, h) is a AS-abstract-realization of f, iff X 
is a finitely generated torsion A ,-module and g : AT + X and h : X --* At are 
A ,-homomorphisms satisfying f, = hg. Given a A ,-abstract-realization 
(X, g, h) of f,, a corresponding state-space realization 2 = (F, G, H, X) is 
obtained by letting 
F:X-+X:z-z.r, 
G: K” --, X: TJ ++ g(v), 
H: X * KP: II e (h(r)) pl. 
Note that Z = (F, G, H, X) is a completely unstable system, as the character- 
istic polynomial of F is completely unstable. Conversely, given a completely 
unstable realization B = (F, G, H, X) of Z,, we can associate with it a 
AS-abstract-realization (X, g, h) of f, by defining a AS-module structure on X 
with /F&x: = P(F)-‘a(F)% and letting 
g:A;+X:pP1a*j3(F)-i 6 F’GK,, 
i=l 
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k 
a(z) = c Kid, 
i=l 
oc 
h:X+AP,:x++ c HF’-k-‘. 
i-l 
It is easy to check that g and h are A,-homomorphisms and that f, = hg. 
Thus, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the completely unstable 
realizations of an unstable input-output map and its A,-map-realizations. 
Let Z = (F, G, H, X) be a realization of the transfer matrix Z, and let 
(X, g, h) be its corresponding abstract realization. Let X be decomposed as 
X = XU@X,, where X, is the completely unstable submodule of X. Then, Z 
is called stabilizable iff the image of g contains X, and is called detectable iff 
h ( X,, is one-to-one. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f, and (X,,, g,, h,) be the induced input-output map 
and induced AS-abstract-realization off, from f and (X, g, h) us given in 
(4.6). Then, the corresponding state-space realization Z = (F, G, H, X) of Z is 
stabilizable if and only if g, is onto and I2 is detectable if and only if h,, is 
one-to-one. 
Proof. Note by (4.6c) that h, = h (X,. Thus, the second part of the 
theorem is obvious. Also, if the image of g contains X,, it immediately follows 
that g, is onto. Suppose that g, is onto, so that for any x, in X,, there exists 
a P-lo in AT such that g,(fl-‘a) = x,. We can choose polynomials 9, 8, 6, 
and y such that yp+yx,=l and &x,+8X,=1, where xU and x, are 
respectively the characteristic polynomials of F ( X, and F 1 X,. A straightfor- 
ward calculation now shows that g( Gx,ya) = xU and hence the image of g 
contains X,. n 
The induced maps f,, g,, h, of (4.6) also yield a commutative diagram of 
A ,,-homomorphisms on letting 
L:=fu(Rps, g,,:=gUIA,,, and h,=h,. (4.8) 
Clearly, the triple (XU, g,, h,) is a A,,-abstract-realization of x,. Moreover, 
the following is also true. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let Z = (F, G, H, X) be a state-space realization of Z, 
and let (X, g, h) be its corresponding abstract realization. Let the induced 
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~PS.L g,> and h, be as in (4.8). Then Z is stabilizable if and only if g, is 
onto, and it is detectable if and only if h, is one-to-one. 
Proof. The second part of the theorem is again trivial, as h, = h,. Also, if 
g, is onto, it follows that g, is onto and hence Z is stabilizable by Theorem 
4.1. Suppose Z is stabilizable, so that g, is onto. Thus, given x, in X,, 
g,(p-l(u)= x, for some fl-‘a in A:. Let a stable polynomial u be such that 
deg eP > deg x,, and let 6 and $ be such that a(~ + x,S = 1c, such that 
deg $ < deg x,. The element (up)-‘1c/ of AT, now satisfies g,(pP’o-‘#) = x,. 
Hence, g,, is onto. 8 
We now turn our attention to fractional representations. Consider the 
transfer matrix 2 of an input-output map f expressed as 
Z=UV-rW+T, 
for T, U, and W in Ayxm, Azxr, and ASx”’ and for a nonsingular V in A:,’ 
(respectively, in A,, A,); this representation of Z is called a fiactionul 
representation over A, (respectively, over A +, A,,). Clearly, 2 is rational if 
and only if fractional representations exist over any or all three rings A,, A +, 
and A,,. Representations over A + and APS are also representations over A,. 
Suppose now that 2 is given in fractional representation over A+ as 
Z = AB-‘C-t D, 
for polynomial matrices A, B, C, and D of appropriate sizes. Following 
Fuhrmann [13], one can define a natural state-space realization 
B(A, B, C, D) = (F,, G,, H,, X,) 
by letting 
X,: = ( x in A’+ : BP ‘x is strictly causal} 
(see Section 2) be the state space and 
F,:X,+X B: x w+ 7rB(ZX) 
G,: K m+X,:~-~B(C~), 
Hg: X, -+ KP: x ++ (AB-‘x) _ I. 
(4.9) 
(4.10a) 
(4.1Ob) 
(4.1Oc) 
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To the realization C(A, B, C, 0) of Z, there corresponds an abstract realiza- 
tion (X,, g s, h,) of f where the A +-homomorphisms g s and h, are given 
by 
(4.11a) 
and 
hg:XB+AP : x * (AB-lx) ~. (4Nb) 
The realization Z(A, B, C, 0) is reachable iff B and C are left coprime over 
A + and observable iff B and A are right coprime over A +. (See Fuhrmann 
[13] for detailed proofs of these results.) 
Using the machinery developed in earlier sections, we can easily gener- 
alize these results to fractional representations over A,. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let Z = UV’W + T be a transfer matrix in fiactional 
representation over A,. The system Z(U, V, W, T) is a completely unstable 
realization of the unstable part Z, = e(Z) of Z, where the K-linear maps F,, 
G,, and H, are given by 
F,: Xv --) X,: Be rV(d), (4.12a) 
G,:K”-,X y: K ++ %‘“(wK), (4.12b) 
H,: XV+ KP: f ++ Yquv-12) _ 1’ (4.12~) 
Proof. Let v = & be the standard representation of det V. Since j?. X IJ 
= 0, where ,!j is a completely unstable polynomial, Xv as a A +-module is 
completely unstable. Hence, the system Z(U, V, W, T) is completely unstable. 
We now show that it is a realization of Y?(Z). Let 
Z,= 2 A,z-~, 
i=l 
where, for each i, Ai is in K pXm be the Laurent series expansion of Z,. For ,
each K in K “‘, we have 
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By using (2.13) and (2.11) respectively, we obtain 
for some u in KS. Then, by the definition (2.2) of +, 
It is easy to see that v?(z~ZK) = 7j[z%(Z)~]. Consequently, 
for all K in K”’ and for all i >, 0. Therefore, Z(U, V, W, T): = 
(F,, G “, G “, X,) is a realization of Z,,. n 
Corresponding to Z(U, V, W, T), there is a natural A.abstract-realization 
of Z,, given by (Xv, g,, h,), where 
gv. . A:’ + x,: p-‘a ++ 7T,( wp-ICY), 
h,: X, + Rp,: f ++ 7j(UVp’f). 
(4.13a) 
(4.13b) 
It is straightforward to check that g, and h v are AS-homomorphisms and 
that f,: A,” --) AZ: p-la- &(ZI1p-io) factors through X, as f, = h,g,. We 
can now prove the following 
THEOREM 4.4. The realization C(U, V, W, T) = (F,, G,, H,, X,,) associ- 
ated with Z = UV’W + T is reachable if and only if V and W are left 
coprime over A, and is observable if and only if U and V are right coprime 
over A,. 
Proof. Suppose the system is reachable. Then, by definition, the map g, 
is onto. Define a matrix Y: = r”(Z). As g, is onto, there exists Ui in A’:.’ 
such that a,( WU,) = Y. We can then write 
for some U, and Us in KSx’. Letting U,: = U, - U, we obtain VU, + WU, = I, 
i.e., V and W are left coprime. Conversely, suppose V and W are left coprime 
over A,. Then, for any f in Xv, there exists a ui in A’: such that 
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Wu, + Vu, = f. Applying 7~” to both sides of this equation we obtain 
~“ww = g,(u,) = f 
Hence, g v is onto. This proves that Z( U, V, W, 2”) is reachable if and only if 
V and W are left coprime over A,. The remaining part of the theorem follows 
by dual considerations, and hence, its proof is omitted. n 
We will now consider fractional representations and the associated realiza- 
tion theory over A,. Our discussion here will be rather brief, since most of 
the ideas are similar to the case of A,. Consider a strictly proper transfer 
matrix 
z = PQ-‘R + s, 
where P, Q, R, S are matrices over A,, of appropriate sizes. Recall that by 
Theorem 3.4, 
x,=x, CB x,, 
Am 
where X, and X, are given by (3.16) and (3.17). Now suppose xl belongs to 
X,. Then, by (3.16) there exists a yr in flU such that x1 = Qy,. It follows that 
x1 is strictly proper. Hence zrr belongs to ArP,. Let us define 
F,:X,+X1:xly,(zr,). (4.14) 
Note that F, is well defined: Since QP’~u(zxr) = n(Q-rzxr) and since 
Q-‘zxr is proper, it follows that n(Q-‘~xr) is in KU. Consequently, ro( zxr) 
is in Xi. Similarly suppose x2 belongs to X,. By (3.14) there exists a ys in 
zA’+ such that x2 = Qy2. Therefore x _ ‘x2 is stable proper. Let us define 
F2:X2+X2:x2-VT yWd (4.15) 
Again, to see that F2 is well defined, note that Q-‘~o(z-l~Z) = Y$Q-‘z-‘~~). 
As Q-‘x2 is in zA’+, we have that Q- ‘z- ‘x2 is polynomial. Hence 
m(QP1~-‘xz) is in zAr+. By definition, ~o(zP’x2) is in X,. Combining F, 
and F,, we define an endomorphism Fo: X, + X, by 
F, = F,@F,. (4.16) 
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REMARK 4.5. As noted in the previous section, X, corresponds to finite 
unstable poles of Q-‘. Indeed, it is not difficult to show that the characteristic 
polynomial of F, is p, where 9 = epX --n is the standard representation of 
determinant of Q. [As Q is a stable rational matrix, we can also compute 
Xo, F. over A, as described in the first half of this section and Section 2. In 
point of fact, the pair Xi, Fl is isomorphic to this Xq, F. (defined over A,).] 
On the other hand X, corresponds to poles at infinity of Q-‘. It is not 
difficult to show that the characteristic polynomial of F, is z’, where 
5: = n - deg p. Thus, F, is nilpotent. 
Let ri: Xq + X, (i = 1,2) be the natural projection. The following theo- 
rem gives a natural realization for fractional representations over Aps. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let Z = PQ-‘R + S be a strictly proper transfer matrix, 
where P, Q, R, S are matrices over A,. Consider the K-linear maps 
Gp: K m -+ X9: K ++ B&,(RK)), 
Hg:Xg+K vv+~(PQ~~x))_~. 
Then the linear system B(P, Q, R, S) = (FQ, Gg, H,, X0) is a realization of 
z,: = T(Z). 
Proof. Let K be in K”. Let TV= x1 + x2, where xi is in X, and x2 
is in X,. Then for any integer i, 
HOFGGO~ = H~( F;x,) = [ n( PQ-l~;r,)] _1. 
It is easy to check that 
Therefore 
HOFi,GO~ = [v(~‘ir(Q-‘z’3c,))] ~1 = [7j(PQ-‘zix1)] _1 
= [~(PQ-Y(T,+T~>)] += [+(PQ-‘,_‘+RK))] ~, 
= [~(PZ~~(Q-~RK))] _1= [+(P~~Q-‘RK)] _1 
= [ ??(ZZiK)] 1, 
where the third equality follows from the fact that Q-lx2 is in zK+ and P is 
stable. As Z is strictly proper, r(Z) = 7j(Z). We have shown that 
E( P, Q, R, S): = (Fg, Gp, H,, X0) is a realization of Z,,. n 
REMARK 4.7. Let us consider reachability and observability of Z: = 
Z( P, Q, R, S). It turns out that X, is always contained in the unobservable 
subspace of 2. Thus a necessary condition for Z to be observable is that 
X, = {O}. Now by Lemma 3.6 and (3.15) it follows that X, = {0} if and only 
if B is a unimodular polynomial matrix. This in turn implies that X, = (0) if 
and only if A = 0. Thus, a necessary condition for Z to be observable is that 
Q is bicausal. In point of fact, Z is observable if and only if Q is bicausal and 
there exist matrices Y,,Y, over A,, such that Y,P + Y,Q = I. Similarly, Z is 
reachable if and only if Q is bicausal and there exist matrices Y, and Y4 over 
A,, such that QY3 + RY, = I. 
The proofs of these assertions are similar to the proof of Theorem 4.4, and 
hence are omitted. 
REMARK 4.8. There is a very close connection between generalized 
state-space systems (see Verghese, Levy, and Kailath [38]) and the realization 
considered above. As mentioned in Remark 4.5, the space X, corresponds to 
poles of Q- ’ at infinity. In our setup these modes are always unobservable 
and unreachable. This does not cause any problems, because our transfer 
matrices are always strictly proper. One could consider the following input 
and output maps: 
Now consider the linear system e( P, Q, R, S): = ( Fy, BQ, Ccl, X0). This is a 
realization for the polynomial part of Z = PQ-‘R + S, in the sense of Verghese, 
Levy, and Kailath [38]. As these considerations are somewhat unrelated to the 
rest of the paper, we will leave a complete development of these ideas to 
future work. 
REMARK 4.9. Clearly, it is possible to also develop formulae for the 
abstract realization given by the linear system 2( P, Q, R, S). Since the details 
are quite similar to the case of A,, we omit this. 
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5. LINEAR EQUATIONS OVER A, AND A,, 
Matrix fraction representations have been used in linear control theory to 
resolve several control-theoretic problems. The solutions, almost invariably, 
are in terms of linear equations over rings of polynomials, stable, and stable 
proper rational functions. For example, pole assignment by dynamic feedback 
leads to matrix equation of the type AX + BY = C; regulation and tracking 
and stochastic optimal-control problems lead to matrix equations of the type 
AX + YB = C. There is an extensive literature on these equations. As they are 
linear equations over principal-ideal domains, one approach is to use Smith 
canonical forms. (This, in essence, requires the computation of greatest 
common divisors.) Emre [6] and Emre and Silverman [9] have shown that for 
the ring of polynomials A,, these linear equations can be reduced to a finite 
number of linear equations over the base field K. However, for rings of stable 
rational functions no such result is currently available. [In fact, at first glance, 
these linear equations (over A, and A,,) appear to be infinite-dimensional 
over the base field K.] Using the machinery developed in the previous 
sections, we will give a systematic procedure to reduce these linear equations 
to a finite set of linear equations over K. 
Let V, W, T be in RT5XT, ilTsxn’, and flsxr respectively, and V be nonsingu- 
lar. Consider the equation 
VX+WY=T, (5.1) 
where X and Y are unknown matrices (in Arsxx, RyX’). A pair (i, P) is said 
to be a solution of (5.1) iff (5.1) hold with X = 2, Y = P. In what follows, we 
will reduce (5.1) to a finite set of linear equations over K, also obtaining a 
characterization of all solutions. Before we proceed, let us consider the 
polynomial counterpart of (5.1), namely 
BX+CY=D, (5.2) 
where B, C, D, X, and Y are polynomial matrices of appropriate sizes. It is 
well known that (5.2) admits a solution iff every nonsingular common left 
divisor of B and C is also a divisor of D. If this condition is satisfied, in order 
to obtain all possible solutions to (5.2), one can first calculate a particular 
solution X,, Y, of (5.2) and a minimal basis M for the kernel of [B : C] (see 
Fomey [lo]); then a pair (2, P) is a solution to (5.2) if and only if 
[I [ 2 xo +ML p = Y, 1 (5.3) 
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for some polynomial matrix L. (See Rosenbrock and Hayton [35] and Kucera 
[28, Chapter 31 for this approach.) Another approach in the literature is to try 
to transform (5.2) directly to a set of linear equations over K. One of these 
methods is the brute-force approach of equating the coefficients of like 
powers of z on both sides of (5.2). A more systematic solution is provided by 
Emre [6], where all solutions to (5.2) can be obtained without calculating 
Smith canonical forms or greatest common divisors. The solution of [6] also 
provides an interesting system-theoretic interpretation of (5.2). 
Clearly, a necessary and sufficient condition for the solvability of (5.1) is: 
every nonsingular common left divisor of V and W is also a left divisor of T. 
As As is a principal-ideal domain, one can obtain solutions to (5.1) (whenever 
they exist) using Smith canonical forms. (This approach has been considered 
by Kucera [28, Chapter 31.) Employing our fundamental Theorem 3.2 and its 
counterpart for A,, we follow the method of Emre [6] to obtain conditions for 
solvability of (5.1) in terms of linear equations over K. 
Suppose that the pair (2, Y) is a solution to (5.1). Applying the map rv, 
we get 
7r,(wQ = n,(T). (5.4) 
Evidently, 7~~( WY) 5 rv( WV& Y)), w h ere detV=: v = t$, and rP acts on 
each component of Y. Let A = deg 6. Then X, is an ndimensional K-vector 
space and ~~(9) is in Xrxr. In fact, {z”:i=0,1,2,...,A-1) is a basis for 
X,. It follows that there exist E,, E,,. . . , E+, in Kmxr such that 
il-1 
rb( p) = c Ejzf. (5.5) 
i=O 
Define the K-linear maps F, and G, by 
G,: K” --) X,: K ++ 77”(wK). (5.7) 
Substituting (5.5) into (5.4), it follows that 
A-l 
c F;GvEi = a”(T). (5.8) 
i=O 
This shows that the existence of matrices E,, E,, . . . , E, _ 1 satisfying (5.8) is a 
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necessary condition for the solvability of (5.1). It is also sufficient. For, 
suppose (5.8) holds for some E,, E,, . . . , E,_ 1 in K”lx’. Define 
I”-1 
P: = c E$. 
i=O 
Consequently, 
77,(m) = n,(T). 
Let 8, and 2, be (unique) matrices such that VX, = T - m,(T) and 
Id, = m - av(W?), It follows that 
V($+?,)+W?=T. 
Hence, (5.1) is solvable. We have, thus, proved the 
THEOREM 5.1. The equation (5.1) VX + WY = T has a solution if and 
only if there exist E,, . . . , E,_ 1 in Knlxr such that 
i--l 
c F;GvEi = r,(T). (5.9) 
i=O 
REMARK 5.2. It is clear from the proof of Theorem 5.1 that whenever 
(5.1) is solvable, there is a solution (X,, Y,) of (5.1) such that Y, is a 
polynomial matrix with deg Y, < A. Let V, and W, be right coprime matrices 
over A, such that 
v-‘w = w,v,-? 
It then follows that (X, Y) is a solution of (5.1) if and only if 
x=x,+wp, Y = Y” - VJJ, 
for some U defined over A,. The particular solution (X,, Y,) can be obtained 
by following the steps of the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Let Pv, 6,, and F be the matrix representations of F,, Cv, and r,(T) 
relative to some fixed bases for K’” and X,. It follows that F,, Cl?“, and i; 
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are respectively in K A “, K’ ““, and K’ xr. Then, clearly, (5.9) is equivalent 
to 
A-l 
c &$Ei = F, (5.10) 
i=O 
where E, (i=O,...,A-l)in K”lx’ are to be determined. We have then the 
following corollary to Theorem 5.1. 
COROLLARY 5.3. The equation (5.1) has a solution if and only if the 
columns of F are in the column span of 
Proof. Note that if the latter is true, then (5.10) is satisfied for some Ei 
(i = 0,. . , k - 1) which also satisfy (5.9). n 
REMARK 5.4. The equation (5.10) consists of Ar linear equations in fimr 
unknowns. Our ability to be able to reduce (5.1) to a finite set of linear 
equations over the base field K stems from the fundamental fact that Xv is a 
finitedimensional K-vector space with dim Xv = A. Thus, i2, which is a basic 
invariant of the problem, characterizes the underlying complexity of (5.1). 
Following Emre [6], we can give a system-theoretic interpretation of (5.1) 
as follows. First observe that VX + WY = T is solvable if and only if VX + 
W,Y = T is solvable, where W,: = rv( W). Also note that V’W, = V-&,(W) 
is strictly causal (and in fact completely unstable). Consider Z(V- ‘W,) = 
(F,/, G,, H,, Xv). It is easy to verify using Theorem 4.3 that G, is actually 
given (5.7), i.e., ~IJWK)= ~JW,K) for any K in K”‘. Considering (5.9), we 
observe that columns of the matrices E,, . . . , E,_ I form finite sequences of 
(unknown) inputs to Z(V-‘W,) that drive Z(V ‘W,) from the zero initial 
states to the columns of the matrix ~“(7’). Similarly, the columns of the 
matrix Y in VX + WrY = T are the inputs which produce the columns of 
r”(T) as states of Z(V-‘W). With this interpretation in mind, we trivially 
obtain a result which is well known in the polynomial case. 
Co~oLLsiy 5.5. The following statfments are equivalent: 
(i) T?ae equation (5.1) has a solution. 
(ii) The columns of a,(T) are in the reachable subspace of the system 
Z(V-'W,), where W,: = r”(W). 
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(iii) Each nonsingular cmnmon left divisor of V and W is also a left 
divisor of T. 
Proof. Equivalence between (i) and (ii) follows from the arguments 
given above. To prove that (i) and (iii) are equivalent, note that if U is a 
nonsingular left divisor of V, W, T, we can write V = UV,, W = UW,, T = UT,, 
such that V, and W, are left coprime. Then (5.1) can be rewritten as 
V,X + W,Y = T,. (5.11) 
with V,, W, left coprime over A,. As V, and W, and hence V, and ~v,( W,) 
are left coprime over A,, it follows by Theorem 4.4 that Z(V-‘W,) is a 
completely reachable system, where W,: = rv,(Wl). Hence, by the first part 
of the corollary, (5.11) is solvable, which in turn implies that (5.1) is solvable. 
The converse is obvious. n 
The counterpart of (5.1) in the ring of rational, causal stable functions A p” 
is the following. Given Q, R, and S in KP2r, MP2”, and A::’ with Q 
nonsingular, find X and Y in R*n:’ and A$“’ such that 
QX+RY=S. (5.12) 
Let q = epX_” be the standard representation of the determinant of Q (over 
A,,). Let A: = deg p and fi: = n - A. Now by Theorem 3.4, 
xy = x,cBx,, 
where X, and X, are given by (3.13) and (3.14). Define F, : X, -+ X, and 
F2: X, + X, as in (4.14) and (4.15) respectively. Also note that ReX-” and 
Rqz” are both stable proper matrices. Define K-linear maps 
G,: K n’ + X, : K - rl( rp( ReX-“K)), 
Finally, let 
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where TT~, r2, VT~ act on each column of their arguments. With this notation, 
we have the following 
THEOREM 5.6. There exist matrices X, Y over 4 ps satisfying (5.12) if and 
only if there exist m x r matrices ~“,~~,...,~~_-l,Yo,k;,...,~~~l over K such 
that 
it ~ 1 
c F;G,$ = S,, (5.13) 
i=O 
R-1 
c F;G,p, = S,. (5.14) 
i=O 
Proof. Suppose there exist matrices X, Y such that (5.12) holds. Applying 
TV to both sides of (5.12), we have 
Furthermore T~( RY) = rr9( RT$ Y)). By Proposition 3.1, there exist matrices 
qO,P, ,..., Y,._,,Y,,,Yr ,..., Y+, such that 
Consequently, 
Now note that 
Since adj Q, R are both proper and deg p = A, it follows that 
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Similarly, we also have 
Since both adjQ and R are stable, it follows that n((adjQ)Rz”C4_di;,z-j) is 
a strict polynomial. Hence 
fi - 1 
= c F,jG2yj. 
j=O 
Hence 
A-l R-l 
y,(RY)= c F/G,pj+ c F,I’G,yj=S,+S,. 
j=O j=O 
Finally, since X, = X,@X,, it follows that 
tip1 R-1 
c F:‘G,?j = S,, c F,iG2yj = S,. 
j=O j=O 
To prove the converse, suppose there exist matrices *a, ?r,. . . , %‘h _,, 
Y”J&, yti’,, such that (5.13) and (5.14) hold. Define 
R-l R-1 R-1 ii-1 
Y: =eh-” C yizi+9 C Fiz6-i=g 
j=O j=O 
p j;o yj.d + 9~6 C Yiz-j. 
j = 0 
Clearly 2’ is stable proper. Also, it is easy to verify (essentially by retracing 
the steps above) that 
y,(RY) = ru(S). 
Define X: = Q-‘(S - RY). Then (5.12) holds. n 
Note that by choosing bases for X, and X, (as described at the end of 
Section 3), it is trivial to convert Equations (5.13) and (5.14) into linear 
equations over the base field K. Thus, the main contribution of the above 
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result lies in converting Equation (5.12) over the ring A ps into a finite set of 
linear equations over the base field K. Obviously, it is possible to obtain the 
direct analog of Corollary 5.5 in this case as well. In particular, we have 
ConoLr~Ry 5.7. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) The equation (5.12) has a solution. 
(ii) Each column of S, (respectively, S,) is in the reachable subspace of 
(F,, G,) (respectively, (F2, G,)). 
(iii) Every mmsingular left divisor of Q and R is also a left divisor of S. 
The proof is analogous to the proof of Corollary 5.5 and hence is omitted. 
We remark finally that if (X2,, ?a) is a particular solution of (5.11) and if 
the matrices Qi in AFSX”’ and R, in fi$“’ are defined by 
QplR = R,Q;‘; Q1 and R 1 are right coprime over A ps, 
then each solution (2, Y) of (5.16) is given by 
for an arbitrary matrix P in h$S’. 
We will now examine another linear equation which is also of considerable 
control-theoretic interest. Let V in A’zxr be nonsingular and W, T be in A’rxr 
and fisx’ respectively. Consider 
VX+YW=T, (5.15) 
where X, Y are unknown matrices (over A,). The polynomial equation 
corresponding to (5.15) has been the subject of various authors: Roth [36], 
Kucera [28, Chapter 31, Wolovich [44], Emre [6], and others. Roth [36] has 
shown that (5.15) is solvable if and only if the matrices 
are unimodularly equivalent (over A,). Thus, one can check whether a 
solution to (5.15) exists by using Smith canonical forms. Similar considerations 
apply to the ring APs. 
We will now obtain a necessary and sufficient condition (in terms of a 
finite set of linear equations over the base field K) for the solvability of (5.15). 
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Our method is analogous to that of Emre and Silverman [9], who obtained 
similar results for the polynomial counterpart of (5.15). Let ( 2k, ?) be a 
solution of (5.15), so that VX + ?W = T. Let det V = : u = gfi be the standard 
representation over A,. Applying rv to both sides of (5.15) and noting that 
7&W) = 7rv&~(w),, 
77”(8,(W)) = a,(T). (5.16) 
Note that, as r&W) is in Xrxr, there exist E,, E,,.. ., E,_, in K”lx’ such 
that 
A-l 
r,(W)= c Eizt, (5.17) 
i=O 
where A: = deg j3. Let Fv be given by (5.6). Substituting (5.17) in (5.16) and 
using the map F,, we can write 
h-l 
c Fta,(k’)E, = T,(T). (5.18) 
i=O 
Let fi,, 6, and F be the matrix representations of F,, 7~v(?), and T,(T) 
relative to a basis for X,. given by the columns of the matrix V,. Then (5.18) 
can be rewritten as 
A-l 
C F:,GE~ = i;. (5.19) 
i=O 
This shows that the existence of a G in K’ Xrrr satisfying (5.19) is a necessary 
condition for (5.15) to have a solution. Conversely, suppose (5.19) holds. We 
let ?: = V,G and use (5.6) and (5.17) to obtain (5.16). It then follows that 
nv(?W) = r”(T). Hence, there exists a matrix X over A, such that VA = T 
- PW. [Indeed, set X: = V-‘(T - PW).] This establishes the following 
THEOREM 5.8. Let F, be given by (5.6), and let 8:v and p be the matrix 
representation-s of F, and r”(T) relutive to a basis for X,. The equation 
VX+YW=T (5.15) 
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has a solution if and only if there exists a G in K Ax”’ satisfying 
h-1 
C F;GE, = i;, (5.19) 
i=O 
where Ei (i = 0,. . . , A - 1) are determined by (5.17), and A = deg p. 
REMARK 5.9. From (5.19) it is clear that the problem of finding a 
solution of (5.15) is equivalent to solving Ar linear equations in Am unknowns 
over K, where A = dim X, = deg 6. 
REMARK 5.10. The equation (5.19) [and hence (5.15)] can easily be given 
a system-theoretic interpretation. Consider the system Z( V- ‘V,) = 
(F,, G,, H,, X,), where the columns of V, form a basis for Xv. It follows 
that the matrix representation G, of G, relative to the canonical basis for 
K n’ and the basis V, for Xv satisfies G v = I,. The transfer matrix 2 = V ‘V,G 
for an arbitrary G in K nXm has the natural realization ( pv, G, fi,., Xv) 
written in its matrix representation. We can now interpret the matrix G of 
(5.26) as the unknown input matrix of the system Z( V’V,G), which is 
driven to the columns of a”(T) upon the application of finite input sequences 
E (),...,E,-,. 
In ApS, the corresponding equation to (5.15) is given by 
QX+YR=S, (5.20) 
where Q in A ‘$’ is nonsingular, R and S are respectively in ,I;>“’ and Kpcr, 
and X, Y are unknown matrices in kptr, A*pt”‘. Let 9 denote the determinant 
of Q, and let 9 = epX_” be the standard representation of 9 (over A,,). Let 
A: = degp and M: = n - A. Let X,, X,, F,, F, be as defined in (3.13) (3.14) 
(4.14) (4.15) respectively. Let ri : Xg + Xi be the natural projections. Let P, 
and Pz be respectively r X A and r x ii matrices such that their columns 
constitute bases for X, and X,. Let fi, and pa be the matrix representations 
of F, and F2 relative to P, and P2, i.e., F,P, = P,$l, F2P, = P2_82. It follows 
from Proposition 3.1 that there exist m X r matrices ii,, R 1,. . . , fi;, 1, 
~~,,~~,...,~,_,suchthat 
Ii-l 
TpA .(R)=h_” c Ajzj+~i’&jZ’. 
j=O ] = 0 
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As the characteristic polynomial of F, is p, X”(P) = (Pi + k,)” is invertible. 
Also note that X-“z’o is a bicausal element; let h-“z’o = CTzOaitP’ as a 
formal power series in z-i with a, # 0. Recall that F, is nilpotent. It follows 
that 
3c r--l 
c ai&” = c aiF; =: A 
i=O i=O 
(5.21) 
is an invertible matrix. Finally, let S, and S, respectively be A x r and fi x T 
matrices over k such that 
With this notation, we can prove the following 
THEOREM 5.11. There exist matrices X,Y over Aps satisfying (5.20) if 
and only if there exists an A X m matrix 6, and an ii x m matrix G, over K 
such that 
A-l 
c P;G$, = (fi, + K,)“S,, (5.22) 
i=O 
ib - 1 
c i;2G,Ri = A-‘S,. (5.23) 
i=O 
Proof. Suppose there exist X, Y over APs such that (5.20) holds. Apply- 
ing 7rV to both sides of (5.20), we have TV = 7rV(S) = P,S, + P,S,. Now 
?Tp( YR) = 7ry( YTrph-"( R)) 
=QT (adjQ)$Y’f’Ri,i 
j=O 
Since adj Q and Y are both proper, e is a unit in A Ps, and deg p = A, it 
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follows that 
Similarly, as adjQ and Y are both stable, and e is a unit, it follows that 
Let us define matrices G, and G, by 
It now follows from definitions of F,, F, that 
A-l 5-l 
gw = (FL + hh -* c F/P,G,i?,+A c FiP2G2Rj 
j = 0 j = 0 
= P,S, + P,S,. 
Since X, n X, = {0}, we conclude that 
h-l 
c &Glaj = ($1 + k,)?,, (5.22) 
j=O 
5-l 
c &G,fij = A-%,. (5.23) 
j=O 
To show the converse 
(5.22), (5.23). Define 
suppose that there exist matrices G,, G, satisfying 
Y: = PIG, + P,G,. 
Clearly Y is stable proper. Further, essentially by reversing the steps above, it 
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is easy to verify that 
Q(YR) = Tp(S). 
Define X: = QP ‘(S - YR). It follows that X is also stable proper. Thus, there 
exist matrices X, Y over A ps satisfying (5.20). n 
The importance of the above theorem lies in the fact that we have been 
able to reduce (5.20) to a set of simultaneous linear equations in nm 
unknowns over the base field K. As far as chasing bases for X,, X, is 
concerned, the representation (3.15) is very useful. Also note that the result is 
not merely of the existence type, but is constructive. 
EUMPLE 5.12. We now illustrate the solution procedures outlined above 
by a simple example. Let K be the field of real numbers, and let S = S, be 
the usual Hurwitz set for discrete-time systems. Consider the equation in the 
unknowns X and Y (over A,): 
VX’-tYW=I, 
where 
Z-l 
I- 
1 
v= 2 t 
z-l (z-l)” 1. [ w= - (z - 1) 0 -+-1) . I 
Note that 0 = det V = (Z - l)( .z - 2) and hence 
dimX,=degv=2. 
To find a basis for Xv, we use Theorem 2.5: First note that 
1 
v=uh=, Oz;l L 1 [ 12. __ 1 N 1 z 
Since the columns of the identity matrix constitute a basis for X;i, the 
columns of 
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constitute a basis for Xv. With respect to the columns of V,,, the map F, has 
the matrix representation fi, given by 
and a&Z) has the matrix representation p given by 
4z) = 
Also note that 
[ 
1 1 - 
2 2z 
-(z-l) q I 1 l = v, 3 ! _ ! -1 4 . 
T 
T,(w)=w= [ -:, _;]z+ [; :]I 
El E2 
A solution G to the linear equation 
&GE, + GE, = T 
can easily be computed as 
0 
G= 
-Q 
i 1 1 i’ 
Hence, by Theorem 5.11, the equation VX + YW = Z has a solution. To 
construct a solution, we follow the procedure outlined in the proof of 
Theorem (5.27). Let 
0 
1 -- 
Y=V,G= 
6z I I z-1 . .z- 6 
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Note that 
Hence, 
x = u, - q = 
Therefore. 
1 
2z+3 -- 
6z 
2.2 - 3 
l- 
6.2 1. 
is a solution to VX + YW = 1. 
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